RAMHP Quarterly Update
Jan – March 2017

RAMHP Quarterly Update Q3: Jan – March 2017
RAMHP Quarterly Update 3: Jan – Mar. 2017
This report is intended to provide an update for our key stakeholders on the work being undertaken by the Rural Adversity Mental
Health Program (RAMHP). It is intended that this report will be emailed to key stakeholders and also available on the Program’s
website and that of the Centre for Rural and Remote Mental Health. Please email comments or questions to
tessa.caton@newcastle.edu.au
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General RAMHP Program Updates
The Rural Adversity Mental Health Program – Tessa Caton
Strategic Directions for RAMHP
• RAMHP has commenced greater collaboration with RUOK. Kate Arndell, HNE RAMHP
Coordinator co-presented with the CEO of RUOK, Brendan Maher at a community event
held during the Tamworth Country Music Festival. Further collaborations are planned with
RAMHP involvement in RUOK’s Conversations Convoy tour and presence at the NSW
Farmers Conference in July 2017
• RAMHP partnered with the Baggy Blues (NSW Cricket Alumni Group) to submit a funding
proposal to The Hon. Bradley Hazzard, Minister for Health. If successful, RAMHP will be
providing community education sessions during three annual rural cricket tours designed to
raise awareness for mental health
• An agreement was reached with the CWA Executive to deliver CSS across all CWA
Branches in NSW
• RAMHP provided considerable support during three natural disasters experienced in
February, including the Sir Ivan Fire in the Western LHD, Leadville and Pappinbarra Fires in
the Mid North Coast LHD and the Carwoola Fire in the Southern LHD. Thank-you to the
RAMHP Coordinators involved in these disaster responses, we understand and appreciate
the extra hours that are required during these challenging times.
Staffing Updates
• Jennie Keioskie will be taking a short term secondment from her RAMHP Position to be the
Acting Coordinator for PPEI/ Workforce Development MHDA. Jen will be returning to
RAMHP in early June

Management Report 3
Highlights

• 500 People Linked to Care
Between Jan – Mar 2017, a 4%
increase from Oct - Dec 2016
• The majority of links have
changed to people seeking
services/ resources for
themselves
• 92 Training Courses delivered
to 1,923 participants
• A substantial increase in the
number of links made through
direct phone or email contact
with RAMHP Coordinators has
been observed

• Recruitment has commenced for a RAMHP Coordinator Position located in Moree, this
position will be shared between the Hunter New England and Western LHDs
• During Q3 transition plans commenced for Tessa Caton to take on the role of RAMHP
Program Manager as Trevor Hazell reduces his working hours and focuses on suicide
prevention work.
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General RAMHP Program Updates
RAMHP Communication Highlights – Jocelyn Johnston
New Resources
•

RAMHP developed a new resource for RAMHP Coordinators to use as an interactive
engagement tool at community events. The resource is a board game – ‘Snakes and Ladders’
designed to get people thinking about positive and negative behaviours relating to mental
health. RAMHP Coordinators came up with the idea for this resource and will provide
feedback on impact and engagement in the future.

•

RAMHP produced 5,000 new drink coolers printed with the RAMHP brand and contact details
. 3,500 of these were included in this year’s Sydney Royal Easter Show ‘Ag Bag’.

Website Update
•

The NEW website project is progressing well. The RAMHP website (part of the CRRMH
website) will include new innovative features. These include a search button allowing the user
to enter their local postcode to identify the local RAMHP Coordinator in their area. The other
feature is an ‘Events and Training’ calendar which will promote upcoming community and
training events across NSW. User testing will commence shortly.

Video Shoot
•

As part of the RAMHP website project, the RAMHP team recruited a videographer to develop a
short video. The overall aim of the video is to communicate our main goal, which is to link
people living in rural and remote NSW to mental health care. The video will help achieve this
by:
− Reducing the stigma associated with seeking help for mental health concerns
− Increasing the information available about how to seek help
− Encouraging both help giving and seeking behaviours.

•

The video also aims to broaden RAMHP’s reach and increase brand awareness. Filming
commenced during this quarter. The short videos will be available on our new website and
shared on social media. A longer version will be used at community events, workshops and
conferences.
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General RAMHP Program Updates
New Training e-newsletter
RAMHP has developed a new innovative e-newsletter – ‘Let’s Talk’ for training
participants and the wider community. The aim of the quarterly e-newsletter is:
− to keep training participants up-to-date with the latest information, therefore
increasing their likelihood of linking people to care,
− promote RAMHP’s upcoming events and resources,
− link people to services and resources, and;
− increase RAMHP’s reach and promote website and social media channels.
The first e-newsletter was distributed at the end of March to a mailing list of 596
recipients and will be evaluated according to the increase in the number of
subscribers, opens and click rates. Feedback on this newsletter is also encouraged.
Events
The RAMHP face-to-face meeting in March included a visit from the Member for
Orange Phil Donato and a presentation from former Wallaby Clyde Rathbone and his
brother Luke Rathbone about their project ‘Karma’. Clyde also participated in our
video shoot.
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General RAMHP Program Updates
Online Forums
The following online forum, on the topic of bullying, was held in March 2017. A forum on ‘Coping with Natural Disasters’ was
delivered on 7th April in response to adverse events happening across NSW.
•

March – Bullying and mental health- http://www.theland.com.au/story/4479492/help-put-an-end-to-bullying-in-all-

forms/
•

Panel members: Counsellor and Psychologist, Tafe Western, Rachael Buckerfield; Psychologist, Headspace Orange,
Nicole Manktelow; Case Manager Building Stronger Families Program, Interrelate, Sonja Peters.

Analytics for this forum: October forum: 115 page views and 90 unique views.
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General RAMHP Program Updates

Media Highlights
•

The majority of media coverage during this period consisted of online and print media. Media topics include RAMHP’s response
to natural disasters such as floods and fires across NSW, RAMHP’s involvement with ‘Our Healthy Clarence’ Plan, the NSW
Governor, David Hurley’s visit to the Port Macquarie Hospital and RAMHP’s involvement at the Tamworth Country Music
Festival.

•

Some examples of key media interactions are presented in Table 1 below. Please note this is a sample only.

Table 1: Overview of Media Interactions

Date

Media Outlet

Topic

RAMHP teams up with
Single Builders for
enlightening workshops
Media Highlights – some examples.

03.02.17

Northern Daily
Leader –

Spokesperson

Link

RAMHP Coordinator
Kate Arndell

http://www.northerndailyleader.com.au/st
ory/4444961/tough-as-nails-facing-up-tomental-illness/

http://www.goulburnpost.com.au/story/444
• Some examples of key media Currandooley
interactions are
presented
Table 1 Coordinator
below. Please note this is a sample only.
and
Sutton inRAMHP
06.02.17
Goulburn Post
9992/agencies-host-meeting-for-fireFires
Jennie Keioskie
Table 1: Overview of Media Interactions
affected-people/

07.02.17

Byron Shire
News

Positive state of minds at
mental health meeting in
Grafton

RAMHP Coordinator
Samantha Osborne

http://www.byronnews.com.au/news/positi
ve-state-of-minds/3140602/
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General RAMHP Program Updates
Table 1: Overview of Media Interactions (continued), note this is a sample only
Date

Media Outlet

Topic

Feb 2017

Department of
Primary Industries
(DPI) website

Goulburn Post

14.02.17

Spokesperson

Link

Natural disasters recovery
assistance plan for primary
producers

RAMHP Coordinators all

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/content/agricultu
re/emergency/flood/natural-disasterrecovery-assistance

BlazeAid lifts spirits at
Tarago

RAMHP Coordinator
Jennie Keioskie

25 .02.17

Daily Examiner

Our Healthy Clarence plan

North Coast Primary
Health Network
manager, Wendy
Pannach

22.02.17

Magnet

RAMHP’s WSS training

RAMHP Coordinator
Jennie Keioskie

Forbes Advocate

Phil Donato – Member for
Orange – visit to the
CRRMH and RAMHP

21.03.2017

27.02.2017

Port Macquarie
News

NSW Governor David
Hurley’s visit to Port
Macquarie Hospital

CRRMH and RAMHP

RAMHP Tessa Caton,
and Darcy Budden

http://www.goulburnpost.com.au/story/4467
466/blazeaid-hits-ground-running/

https://www.dailyexaminer.com.au/news/do
nt-wait-for-headspace-if-you-need-helpnow/3147744/
http://www.edenmagnet.com.au/story/4485
666/life-saving-skills-day/?cs=658
http://www.forbesadvocate.com.au/story/45
43639/matters-of-state-orange-beingspoken-about-in-corridors-of-power-at-last/

http://www.portnews.com.au/story/4495487/
mental-health-collaboration-celebrated/
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General RAMHP Program Updates
RAMHP Social Media – Vicky Smyth
Overview of Facebook data
The following table provides an overview of the key statistics relating to RAMHP’s Facebook page.
Table 2: Overview of RAMHP’s Facebook Page Statistics
Statistic

•

51 new likes were achieved during this
period, bringing the total number of likes to
436

Impact

•

•
•

Post Publishing declined by 35%

•

84 Facebook posts over this period

•

Engagement with posts:
− Reactions 608
− Comments 48
− Shares 110

•

Increased number of people exposed to
RAMHPs’ mental wellbeing promotional
information
Although there were fewer posts than last
quarter, the average engagement for Quarter
3 was higher than Quarter 2

Interactions with the posts remain high with
more people directly engaging with RAMHP’s
mental wellbeing promotional messages over
the period than the previous quarter

− Link Clicks 89
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General RAMHP Program Updates
Figure 1: Top Performing Posts During the Period January – March 2017 .
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General RAMHP Program Updates
Overview of Twitter Data
The following table provides an overview of key statistics relating to RAMHP’s twitter account during
the period Jan – March 2017.
Table 3: Overview of RAMHP’s Twitter Analytics

Statistic

•

22 new followers were achieved
during this period, bringing the total
number of followers to 256

•

Post Publishing increased by 69%
over the period

•

16 Tweets during this period
−

@mentions 25

−

Replies 6

−

Retweets 11

−

Tweet likes 28

−

Retweet with comment 3

Impact

•

RAMHP’s Twitter audience continues
to increase

•

Using social media scheduling
software has helped to increase posts
published

•

The social media community is
engaged with content posted on
Twitter. Engagement figures are
broadly similar to last quarter
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General RAMHP Program Updates
Overview of Twitter Data
Figure 2: Top Performing Tweets During the Period January – March 2017.
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General RAMHP Program Updates
Overview of Social Media January – March 2017
Tamworth Country Music Festival & RUOK
partnership
RAMHP has been working on building new partnerships with
the Tamworth Country Music Festival. RUOK hosted
‘Conversations in the Park’, which RAMHP was invited to be
part of.

Natural Disasters
With fires across NSW, this quarter our social media platforms
were used to raise awareness of help that was available for
people who were experiencing extreme hardship as a result of
natural disasters.

10 Year RAMHP Anniversary/ Face to Face
The team meeting (Face -to - Face) was the focus of a number
of posts this quarter including information on:
•

RAMHP 10 Year anniversary

•

Karma coordinated
Rathbone

•

Visit by MP Orange Phil Donato

•

Information session delivered by NSW Mental Health
Commission

•

Photography session delivered by Katoomba Camera
House

by

Former

Wallaby

Clyde
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Data Considerations
There are a number of considerations which must be taken into account when interpreting the results of this Report (RAMHP
Quarterly Update 3). These include:
•

The correctness of data from the RAMHP App relies on the accurate data entry of the RAMHP Coordinators

•

Additionally, annual leave taken by RAMHP Coordinators during the reporting period may impact on their data presented in this
Report.
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LINK
How Many People Were Linked?
Chart 1: Number of Links Jul. 2016 – Mar. 2017, by Linkage
Type

Chart 2: Number of Links by Local Health District, Jan. – Mar.
2017
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500
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400
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256
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I met them at a community event or meeting

They attended training I delivered
20%

I provided linking advice to a professional in my
partnerships/networks

200
100

Through phone or email contact

189

205

276

The ‘person in need’ works for a service in my
partnerships/networks
25%

0

The ‘person in need’ was referred from another
service
Other

Jul -Sept 2016

Oct - Dec 2016
Quarter

Jan - Mar 2017
25%

Linked someone to services/resources to help someone else
Linked someone to services/resources for themselves

Source: RAMHP App
Note: 125 cases were not included as they were group links i.e. when a
group of people are linked at the same time for a specific issue.

Source: RAMHP App

•
•

•

From January to March 2017, 500 people were linked to mental
health support services or resources by RAMHP Coordinators.
This is a 4% increase from Q2
The majority of links (n=276, 55%) were for people seeking
assistance for themselves, this is a change in the trend observed
in Q1 and Q2

•

Half of all links occurred when RAMHP Coordinators provided
advice to a professional in their partnerships/networks (n=94,
25%) or delivered training (n=94, 25%)
Phone or email contact (n=74, 20%) also led to a substantial
number of links. This is a considerable increase from the previous
quarter (Q2, 8%) which suggests RAMHP Coordinators are raising
awareness that they are a source of assistance within their
16
community.

LINK
What Symptoms Or Issues Were RAMHP Coordinators Assisting With?

Chart 4: The Ten Most Frequent Symptoms Identified when Linking, Jan. – Mar. 2017
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Note: A symptom or issue can be selected multiple times (N=1,486).

Source: RAMHP App

•

The most common issues or symptoms RAMHP Coordinators assisted with were stress (n=233, 16%), preexisting mental health disorders (n=162, 11%) and/or a change in behaviour (n=128, 9%)
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LINK
What Support Or Resources Were Suggested By RAMHP Coordinators?
Chart 5: Number of Times a Type of Support or Resource was Suggested, Jan. – Mar. 2017

Note: A resource or form of support can be selected multiple times (N=1,717)

•
•

The most common support or advice provided by RAMHP Coordinators remains visiting their GP (n=285, 17%), website
information, online therapy or e-mental health (n=172, 10%) and/or providing the Mental Health Line number (n=171, 10%)
In addition to linking people to services and/or resources, RAMHP Coordinators provided strategies (e.g. sleep hygiene) during
11% (n= 189) of all links
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LINK
Coordinator's stories from
those we help – young and
elderly
I met an elderly lady at a women’s event. She has
multiple health conditions, and has been caring for her
blind neighbour who is living independently and is in
her 90's. The woman wants to help her neighbour to
stay at home but will be going into hospital soon. I
contacted a social worker to explore what services
could assist both women.

An elderly woman approached me at a fire recovery meeting.
She had a lot to deal with including her husband having
terminal cancer and the recent loss of her grandson to
suicide. She was about to attend the grandson’s funeral. I
gave her the RAMHP Coordinator details for the area where
the funeral was taking place and I encouraged her to contact
bereavement services.

One of my training participants, who is a volunteer for Meals On
Wheels, asked me about how they could help an elderly client.
They described the man as isolated and in poor health. I
provided information about the Aboriginal Medical Centre as
well as a Koori community program.

I was phoned by a young woman who was
feeling overwhelmed with study and with health
issues relating to obesity. She described poor
self-confidence and said that she felt isolated. I
linked her with a GP, the TAFE counsellor and
e-mental health resources.
I met a family at a Local Land
Services post fire information
session. They had lost everything
and the children were not coping
well. I linked them to a private
psychologist and provided
suggestions about what to mention
or flag with the professional.

I was contacted by parents concerned about their 14-year-old
son. The son had previously seen a psychiatrist and
psychologist and was taking medication. I recommended
reconnecting with the CMHT for a review and medication check,
as well as recontacting the psychologist through the GP for
ATPS. I also suggested they have a discussion with the school
principal around bullying and support back to school. I ensured
the parents had support for themselves too.
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TRAIN
How Much Training Was Delivered?
Chart 6: Number of Training Courses Delivered, by Course Type,
Jul. 2016 – Mar. 2017
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Chart 7: Number of Training Participants, Jul. 2016 – Mar. 2017
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Source: RAMHP App

•

1,923

750

Jul -Sept 2016

•

2,004

From January to March 2017, 92 training courses were provided
by RAMHP Coordinators. This is a slight decline from the previous
quarter, this is likely due to the increased annual leave taken in Q3
The most common training course delivered remains Workplace
Support Skills (n=37, 40%)

Source: RAMHP App

•
•
•

From January to March 2017, RAMHP Coordinators delivered
training to 1,923 participants
On average each course contained 21 people
Despite the number of sessions declining, participation remains
strong
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TRAIN
Who Did RAMHP Coordinators Train?
Chart 8: Number of Training Courses, Audience Type, Jan. – Mar. 2017
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Number of Training Courses

Source: RAMHP App

•
•

Training courses were predominantly comprised of a number of different disciplines employed by Private Business (n=18, 20%), Mental Health
(n=14, 15%%) and Mixed Welfare Services (n=11, 12%), as well as General Community Members (n=10, 11%)
The predominant training audience type of private business, represents a change from the previous quarters data. The Murrumbidgee LHD
has had strong engagement with VISY which is likely contributing to this trend.
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INFORM
What Audiences Were Reached Through Community
Events?
Chart 9: Coordinator Attendance at Community Events, by
Audience Type, Jan. – Mar. 2017
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Source: RAMHP App
Note: Events which are attended by more than one RAMHP Coordinator
are recorded more than once in the chart above

•

General Community (n=30, 50%) and Farming (n=9, 15%)
focused events remain the most common community events
attended by RAMHP Coordinators
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If you have any questions regarding the content of this Report, please contact:
Tessa Caton
Partnerships Manager, RAMHP
Ph: 0484 339 996
Email: tessa.caton@newcastle.edu.au

